Brown-Gitler Spe tra { Brown-Gitler spe tra were introdu ed by E.H. Brown, Jr. and Samuel Gitler
[1℄ to study higher order obstru tions to immersions of manifolds, but immediately found wide appli ability
in a variety of areas of homotopy theory, most notably in the stable homotopy groups of spheres ([9℄ and
[4℄), in studying homotopy lasses of maps out of various lassifying spa es ([3℄, [10℄, and [8℄), and, as might
be expe ted, in studying the Immersion Conje ture for manifolds ([2℄ and [5℄).
The mod p homology H X = H (X; Z=pZ) omes equipped with a natural right a tion of the Steenrod
algebra A whi h is unstable: at the prime 2, for example, this means
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Write U for the ategory of all unstable right modules over A. This ategory has enough proje tives; indeed,
there is an obje t G(n), n  0, of U and a natural isomorphism
HomU (G(n); M ) 
=M

n

where M is the ve tor spa es of elements of degree n in M . The module G(n) an be expli itly al ulated.
For example, if p = 2 and x 2 G(n) is the universal lass, then the evaluation map A ! G(n) sending 
to x  de nes an isomorphism
 A=fSq : 2i > ngA 
= G(n):
These are the dual Brown-Gitler modules.
This pleasant bit of algebra an be only partly reprodu ed in algebrai topology. For example, for general
n there is no spa e whose (redu ed) homology is G(n); spe i ally, if p = 2, the module G(8) annot support
the stru ture of an unstable oalgebra over the Steenrod algebra. However, after stabilizing, this obje tion
does not apply and we have the following result from [1℄,[4℄,[6℄: there is a unique p- omplete spe trum T (n)
so that H T (n) 
= G(n) and for all pointed CW omplexes Z , the map
[T (n); 1Z ℄ ! H Z
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sending f to f(x ) is surje tive. Here 1 Z is the suspension spe trum of Z , the symbol [ ; ℄ denotes stable
homotopy lasses of maps, and H is redu ed homology. The spe tra T (n) are the dual Brown-Gitler spe tra.
The Brown-Gitler spe tra themselves an be obtained by the formula
n
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where D denotes the Spanier-Whitehead duality fun tor. The suspension fa tor is a normalization introdu ed
to put the bottom ohomology lass of B (n) in degree 0. An easy al ulation shows that B (2n) ' B (2n + 1)
for all primes and all n  0.
For a general spe trum X and n 6 1 modulo 2p, the group [T (n); X ℄ is naturally isomorphi to the
group D H 1 X of homogeneous elements of degree n in the Cartier-Dieudonne module D H 1 X of the
abelian Hopf algebra H 1 X . In fa t, one way to onstru t the Brown-Gitler spe tra is to note that the
fun tor
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is the degree 2n group of an extraordinary homology theory; then B (2n) is the p- ompletion of the representing spe trum. See [6℄. This an be greatly, but not ompletely, destabilized. See [7℄.
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